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If you're even THINKING about
a dive trip in the next 18 months
You need Undercurrent,
the exclusive guide for traveling divers ...
at our 1999 price!
For 47 years, Undercurrent has been an advertising-free, subscription-only newsletter, providing
your fellow divers with the truth about resorts and liveaboards. their safety, the quality of the reefs
and fish life, the food and accommodations, as well as dive travel ripoffs, dive insurance
problems, and where to visit -- and what operations to avoid . . . . and much much more.
These days, the cost of dive travel is so great that $19.95 is cheap insurance to help you get it
right.
When you subscribe, you will receive every year:
Ten jam-packed, advertising-free issues, including the annual Travelin'
Diver's Chapbook, with hundreds of current liveaboard and resort
reviews written by your fellow subscribers
Travel reviews written by our undercover writers, who pay their own
way and travel unannounced.
Monthly insider emails with crucial updates about travel, equipment
recalls, dive resort and liveaboard issues, and more
Online access to thousands of earlier travel reviews, information
about water temperatures, reef quality, fish seen, boat safety, food,
everything you need to know to plan a trip.
Email access to your fellow subscribers who submit reports so you
may ask them questions about their trips to help you plan yours. Undercurrent readers are
quick to help their fellow subscribers
Online access to 20 years of stories about liveaboard safety, lawsuits, surface marker
devices, dive insurance problems, dive equipment recalls and failures, resort and
liveaboard ripoffs, diver deaths, immersive pulmonary embolism (perhaps the number one
killer of divers next to heart attacks), safety-stop tips, how COVID affects diving capacity,
and much, much more.
Email access to editors and writers to ask questions, report problems, or get their tips
And now, I have a special offer for you -- just $19.95 for a six-month trial subscription. That
was the price in 1999, and it's yours for just three more days
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And, at any time during your trial offer, if you wish to discontinue your subscription, I'll refund it
all. It's a pledge I've kept since I started Undercurrent in 1975.
Why such a good offer? We're a nonprofit organization dedicated to our fellow divers, not
the industry!
So, if you're even thinking about a dive trip in the next 18 months, subscribe now. You have
nothing to lose and everything to gain to help you decide where to go -- or not go – on your next
dive trip.
Click here to join thousands of your fellow divers who, for years, have relied upon
Undercurrent's inside scoops to help them plan their diving.
Ben Davison
publisher
Contact Ben
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If you had a username associated with this email address, it is "" .
Removal instructions are below.
====================================================================
Please do NOT reply to this message -this address is not monitored, use our contact form
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------==== HELP A BUDDY OUT ====
Forward this message to another diver
so they can sign up to receive Undercurrent and our Chapbook, too!
==== Contact Us ====
To be sure your email gets through to us, please use our website
contact form . Otherwise e-mail sometimes get lost when we delete spam.
==== Manage Your Account ===
You are subscribed as info@sdhf.se .
You can update your email address or change your email preferences (plain text or HTML formatted) for this mailing list
by visiting
this link
You can unsubscribe to this mailing list and not receive future Undercurrent emails by visiting
Unsubscribe
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